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**Traits & feelings (2-3)**

**Multiple-meaning-word map**

- **fair**
  - When you swap your marbles, work out a fair exchange. *(Marbles)*
  - for weather - nice, clear, and sunny *(adj)*
  - Cumulus clouds are sometimes called fair-weather clouds because they often mean good weather. *(Weather encyclopedia)*
  - One fair morning, Daedalus said, "The wind is just right today. We shall fly to Sicily." *(Be a better reader)*
  - right or good for everyone *(adj)*
  - Martin Luther King, Jr. was one of America’s great leaders... He led protests and marches demanding fair laws for all people. *(A picture book of Martin Luther King, Jr.)*
  - an event where you can buy food and other things, play games, or go on rides *(n)*
  - Every year when the fair comes to town, my whole family takes a trip out to the fairgrounds. *(Going to the fair)*
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At last, a chick popped out. It was **plain** to see. This chick was different. 
*(Half a chick)*

**easy to see or understand** (adj)

They've left me all alone, she cried. She dabbed her eyes and sadly sighed. It's **plain** no bug will ever stay. 
*(Miss Spider's tea party)*

**plain**

**simple or ordinary** (adj)

a large, flat area of land with not many trees *(n)*

But what did Cubby love more than just **plain** gum? Bubble gum! 
*(Cubby's gum)*

In the beginning of the world, there was no water anywhere on earth. There was only a tall mountain that stood alone on a wide desert **plain**. 
*(The golden flower)*

Perhaps, she asks, they would "merely see me as a teenager badly in need of some good **plain** fun". 
*(Anne Frank: A diary of hope)*
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